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Collaboration

School-University Partnership

Grant (whole school)

Thought partners
classroom observations

debrief each week

planning lessons together

writing together



School Demographics

Boston Public Schools
Urban elementary school: 326 Students

55% Spanish

20% Vietnamese

20% Cape Verdean Creole

5% other: Portuguese, Somali, Arabic, Chinese, Benin, 

Polish, Amharic, Tingrinya, Haitian Creole, Bengali, French, 

Burmese



Students



Scientists



Session Goals

To develop insights and learn new strategies 

for teaching science content through: 
Language and writing 

Hands-on experiential activities and/or investigations



Ecosystems Unit



Field Trips - Harbor Islands



Harbor Island



Field Trip - Wakefield Estate



Food Chain Cards Activity

SWBAT explain a meadow food chain by creating a 

model.

SWBAT discuss the flow of energy through a food 

chain in small groups using scientific vocabulary 

(consumer, producer, decomposer, source of energy, 

flow). 

Questions

Who eats who?

Which direction does the energy flow?

What happens to the flow of matter? 

Sentence Starters

The main source of energy is…

The energy flows from…
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A Continuum of Science Writing

Science notebooks (everyday writing)
classroom & field trips

observations, models

Reports
graphic organizers (GOs), notes, drafts, final copies

Explanations
knowledge, oral language, cards, graphic organizers, 

notes, drafts



Report Writing

● Students chose the 

ecosystem they wanted to 

research

● Research sheets

● Students wrote questions on 

each subtopic.
○ Example - Where in the world are 

rainforest ecosystem?



Report Writing

Title

General statement

Subtopics

Summarizing comment



Report Writing

Co-constructed 

sample GO with 

students

Subtopics are in a 

specific order



Deconstruct a Text

SWBAT describe the difference between climate and weather by learning about 

a desert ecosystem.

SWBAT write a paragraph on weather for their ecosystem report by 

deconstructing a paragraph from a mentor text as a class.

1. What’s the main idea of this paragraph?

2. How would you paraphrase some supporting details?

3. Make a list of adjectives from the mentor text.



Co-construct a Report

How would you write a text with your students?

What supports would you include?

Turn and talk to your neighbor...



Sentence Starters

Guide students in using the 

language of science

Classroom teacher and 

science teacher held 

conferences with 

students about their 

writing.

Sentence Starters for Ecosystem Report

________ (ecosystem) are ______  (adjective) 

places.

When it’s hot…

In the summer...

When it’s cold…

In the winter...

The weather is…



Joint Construction

“Deserts are a dangerous place. When it’s hot there is very 

little humidity. When the sun sets it’s cold. The weather is 

hot during the day and very little rain falls each year, less 

than 10 inches.  More water evaporates than falls each 

year in rainfall because of the daily heat.”



From Reports to Explanations

Followed the same framework: TLC

Reports on ecosystems

Explanation of food chains and webs



Explanation Writing

Holly’s chart paper GO

Different types of 

explanations

These were “systems”

Sentence starters

Color coding

Co-constructed an 

example of GO



Explanation Student GO



Explanation Language



Explanation Co-Construction



Analyze Student Work

The Rain forest food web is made of 

producers, consumers, and Decomposers. 

Energy flows from the sun to the producers 

such as plants leaves and other things that 

grow in the ground. 

Energy flows from the producer from the 

consumer because producer helps the 

consumer get food. 

Energy flows from the consumers to the 

decomposers such as leaf cutter a 

decomposer eats dead things. 

A food chain shows what energy flows from as 

producers, consumers and Decomposers.
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Student Work

An ocean foodweb is made of sun, producers, 

consumers and decomposers.

Energy flows from the sun to the Producers 

such as seaweed for example dead mans finger

Energy flows from the Pruducers to the 

consumer. Such as shark and courl reaf [coral 

reef].

Energy flows from consumers to decomposers. 

For example lobster and krabs are 

decomposers.

[No summarizing statement.]



Science and Children

hrosa@bostonpublic
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